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About This Content

‘Winter’s End’ is a collection of 27 beautiful, emotive and soft piano melodies by composer Tomoki Miyoshi. The stunning 62
minute original soundtrack is the first SQUARE ENIX soundtrack to be available via STEAM.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Core i3 2GHz and above
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Graphics: GeForce GTS250 / Radeon HD5750 or better
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i am setsuna official soundtrack collection winter's end

Absolutely gorgeous sound track by Tomoki Miyoshi. This is the first time that I honestly wanted to buy the sound track for a
game just to listen to the sound track.. So, for anyone curious, these aren't new tracks, but they're a selection of tracks that have
been extended and remastered. The first and last tracks are totally new, intro and outro tracks for the album, and the vocal track
hasn't been touched as far as I can tell. It's a nice supplement, but I still prefer the original soundtrack CD for being overall more
complete.. One of the greatest things about this game is the music... So they sold it to us.

Worth it if you like I am Setsuna, pianos, and tears.. I dont really get it why you have to have the main game for this but...
Yeh... this album is astonishing...
The album art is quite good...
Also... this album doesn't actually have all the 70+ soundtracks from the main game...
If you want em... get em on amazon or the square enix store...
All of em are really good tho... :\/
10\/10 would recommend...

Just don't expect your favourite bgm in this album since mine wasn't.... If you are going to buy the Official Soundtrack
Collection, you may want to compare the price with iTunes first which I forgot to do that so the damage is done.

But the music is wounderful.

Bought mine on Steam SGD$14.00

Singapore iTunes SGD$11.98

Japan iTunes JPY\u200e\u00a51500[SGD$19.28]
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